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“Intuition is neither the ability to engage 
prophesy nor a means of avoiding financial 
loss or painful relationships. It is the ability 
to use energy data to make decisions in 

the immediate moment.”



Are You Listening?
Heart-Connection and Intuition

Part 1. The Web of Life

Part 2. What is Intuition?

Part 3. What are your Intuitive Gifts?

Part 4. Practice Exercises



Web of Life The Back Story

“Humankind has not woven the web of life. 
We are but one thread within it. Whatever we 
do to the web, we do to ourselves. All things 

are bound together.  All things connect.”
~Chief Seattle



Web of Life The Back Story

✴Universal Theme is found 
throughout the ages.
✴Our gifts: Balance of heaven and 
earth.
✴Science Explores the Web.



Web of Life The Science

✴Experiment #1: The DNA Phantom 
Effect.



Web of Life The Science

✴Experiment #2: Non-local energy 
and DNA.



Web of Life The Science

✴Experiment #3: Heart-Math: 
Emotions affect the web of life.



Web of Life The Science

“All matter originates and exists only by virtue 
of a force… We must assume behind this force 

the existence of a conscious and intelligent 
Mind. This Mind is the matrix of all matter.”

-Max Planck,
Nobel Prize-winning Father of Quantum Theory



Web of Life The Science

“Our mind literally creates our body.”

-Candice Pert, Ph.D,
Author of Molecules of Emotion



Web of Life



Intuition What is Intuition?

✴Immediate apprehension by the mind 
without reasoning. 
✴Immediate apprehension by a sense. 
✴Immediate insight. 



Intuition What is Intuition?

In-tuition = Inner Teacher



Intuition What is Intuition?

Take the 
Intuition Awareness Survey



Exploring Your 
Intuition

Your
Intuitive

Gifts

Intuition



Exploring Your 
Intuition

Intuition

✴Clairvoyance: Clear seeing /clear vision. 
Internal sense, third eye.
✴Taking action, most detailed, proof to self.
✴Good at visual problems, good sense of 
direction, color coordination.



Exploring Your 
Intuition

Intuition

✴Clairaudience: Clear hearing.
✴gets your attention, good for analyzing a 
problem, getting specific answers.
✴Good organizers, can hear lying easily, 
direct uncomplicated initiators.



Exploring Your 
Intuition

Intuition

✴Clairsentience: Clear feeling.
✴most natural, easiest to develop, best for 
empathizing and personal protection.
✴Good with people, sensitive to others, 
trust their gut feelings, create comfort.



Exploring Your 
Intuition

Intuition

✴Claircognizant: Clear knowing/thinking.
✴quickest, best for early warning, most 
unlimited.
✴Quick minded, adjust easily. Innovators, 
creatives, know the needs of others 
instinctively.



Intuition What is Intuition?

Your Personal Gifts Quiz #1



1. Your present job has ended. To find a new job 
to advance your career you:
a. Systematically buy every paper and analyze every ad, 
deciding which jobs are the most logical to apply for.

b. Picture yourself in several different jobs and then 
search for the one that fits your mental picture.

c. Answer only the ads that instantly strike you as you 
feel confident that the right job will come along.

d. Choose a job because you felt comfortable with the 
people you met when you were interviewed.



2. You are single and no longer want to be alone. 
To go about choosing a new partner you:

a. make a mental list of all the qualities you want in a partner, 
and then set out to find someone who fits your list.
b. Are less concerned about the person’s qualities or how they 
look, and care more about how you feel when you are with 
them.
c. First form a mental picture of what you would want your 
partner to look like.
d. Go by instinct, knowing you will be led to the right person at 
the right time.



3. In order to find a new place to live, you:

a. Interview several real estate agents to find the most 
competent and review every home in your price range.

b. Find a broker you feel comfortable with and trust them to 
find you a home that it ideal for you.

c. Drive around the neighborhood you would like to live in and 
find houses that look good to you and ask to see those.

d. Simply know that the right place will show up if you stay 
open and aware.



4. It is vacation time. You choose to go:

a. to an isolated spa in Florida where you will enjoy total 
pampering.

b. On a working cruise where you are part of the crew.

c. Traveling in Europe, visiting as many sites as you can.

d. On a photographic tour of the Grand Canyon and other 
nearby sites.



Intuition What is Intuition?

Your Personal Gifts Quiz #2



1. When you enter a room, are your first 
thoughts about how the room “feels”?

“Yes” or “No”



2. How do you sense your environment?

A.  By seeing auric colors or shapes

B.  by hearing thoughts of fragments of conversations

C.  by just knowing what is happening in the room

D.  by feeling energy or vibrations of what is happening



3. If faced with potential danger, how do you 
perceive it?

A.  With discomfort or anxiety

B.  You see a scenario unfold

C.  you just know you shouldn’t proceed

D.  you have a talk with yourself about why this doesn’t seem 
right



4. When you need to make a decision, is it your 
first priority to:

A.  feel comfortable with the solution

B.  automatically choose the most logical course

C.  visualize the possibilities

D.  know the right answer will come along



5. When buying new clothes or furniture, do you 
choose items:

A.  You feel comfortable with

B.  that follow the latest fashion or trend

C.  you choose what will wear the longest and be the most 
durable

D.  You pretty much hate shopping



6. How do you form your first impressions about 
people?

A.  tell right away whether you like them or not

B.  respond to how a person looks or sounds

C.  a feeling about them strikes you first

D.  you check to determine if you like their voice



Intuition What is Intuition?

Break Time!
Score and Calculate Your 

Results. Page 10-11



Making the ConnectionPractice

Use Your
Intuitive

Gifts



Steps for Focus and 
Connection

Practice

1. Slow down: take a breath, hold it a 
moment, and slowly release it.
2. Get grounded: connect to the earth.
3. Have a positive attitude: create a directive 
affirmation.



Steps for Focus and 
Connection

Practice

4. Activate your intuition: open your mind and 
your heart, connecting to universal knowledge.

5. Connect: send love from your heart to the 
other’s heart.

6. Follow your intuition: record whatever comes 
in, without filtering, no matter what.



Exercise 1:
Send a Thought

Practice
Sending



Exercise 2:
Send a Picture

Practice
Sending



Exercise 3:
Send a Feeling

Practice
Sending



Exercise 1:
Message from Bee

Practice
Receiving



Exercise 2:
Message from Tree

Practice
Receiving



Exercise 3:
Message from ReeRee

Practice
Receiving



Exercise 4:
Does Kathy Like?

Practice
Receiving



Exercise 4:
Does Kathy Like?

Practice
Receiving

1. Skydiving.

2. Cooking

3. Dancing

4. Singing

5. Swimming

6. Chocolate
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Are You Listening?
Heart-Connection and Intuition 

Homework

1. Sending and Receiving with Your Dog.

2. Journal Your Experiences.

3. Share.




